Fd : FNR Electron Transfer Complexes: Evolutionary Refinement of Structural Interactions.
During the evolution of higher-plant root and leaf-type-specific Fd : FNR complexes from an original cyanobacterial type progenitor, rearrangement of molecular interaction has altered the relative orientation of prosthetic groups and there have been changes in complex induced conformational change. Selection has presumably worked on mutation of residues responsible for interaction between the two proteins, favoring optimized electron flow in a specific direction, and efficient dissociation following specific oxidation of leaf Fd and reduction of root Fd. Major changes appear to be: loss in both leaf and root complexes of a cyanobacterial mechanism that ensures Fd dissociation from the complex following change in Fd redox state, development of a structural rearrangement of Fd on binding to leaf FNR that results in a negative shift in Fd redox potential favorable to photosynthetic electron flow, creation of a vacant space in the root Fd:FNR complex that may allow access to the redox centers of other enzymes to ensure efficient channeling of heterotrophic reductant into bioassimilation. Further structural analysis is essential to establish how root type FNR distinguishes between Fd isoforms, and discover how residues not directly involved in intermolecular interactions may affect complex formation.